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1 

       FRAGMENT 1 

 

in the beginning word was the voice of the absent one 

nor does the shadow of the motor of consciousness 

continue to move but in memory  

                              but in memory the mimicry 

of wind and ether the heights celestial the plunge 

deformations of matter irrigation of doubt 

                        madness of the mountain  

wings shorn from its glory and mutant sounds 

that echo mournfully in the pre-dawn void 

                     the interloper who uses fragments 

of speech to disguise the god who lies  

at the bottom of the well and cannot raise a hand 

a wand a magic baton to reverse the order of things 

                      it is the maelstrom in which we are  

caught developments of mind and thought maimed 

from the outset by the crippling use of pronouns 

                      air is all around shaping itself 

transforming its features into distance and time 

 



 

2 

it is here where we dwell primitives of inflection 

and illusion shifts in phonetic morphology 

                insects ! designs of invisibility and heat 

the mechanics of the moment of recognition soldered 

to the small technique of memorization taking 

                one step at a time lifting from earth 

a foot to make the application of number and sleep 

dense is the implication revolving around the brow 

a fuse and a puzzle too elaborate to maintain 

                falls away the cliff of unreason into shoals 

bracken waters the summons of a totem hand 

which means we cannot come back to the form unless 

as a musical notation something as impalpable 

as it is indivisible the monotony of continuity 

                 ourselves indistinct digits of a universal 

game of accent and tone when color if it matters 

drapes the inconstancies of nature and we are 

blown away by the perspectives and depths  

                  no attempt to marginalize the occult 

keeps at bay the mysteries that envelope us daily 

                  no attempt to diffuse the solar spectra 
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the silent enigma of light  

something else happens on the page besides 

the evolution of a vocabulary and its index 

do we become literate indispensible fobs of the eye 

as it learns to move horizontally adapting to shapes 

                 ink and the impossible vergers of night 

put to sleep the brain only multiplies its person 

into the thousands // derangement of the pyramid ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4 

                               (b) 

lexicons of invertebrate consequences hieroglyph 

of breath cuneiform of introspection hallucinations  

each is what every ever wanted to be a child a microcosm 

a scope and a deviation 

                     make it adhere wrap it around the mold 

soon it may talk and become the statue of envy  

soon it may stutter twelve types of aphasia  

may talk stutter types of twelve aphasia in greek ! 

solemnities of rock  

                                  so deep no cigarette can reach it 

steps of a broken stairway detached and set immobile 

in the flashing air  

                               or it is a crypt of language 

phosphors and illegitimate flares at the boundaries 

of space a conjecture we are having even as 

we descend with the others  

 

 

 

 

 



 

5 

                        (c) 

jewels which are headlights  

in the traffic of darkness in the far removes 

of the soul in the adumbrations of the vedic vowel 

in the fastnesses of poetic diction marmoreal  

and whispered both in omicron and omega 

in the sutures and masks of the predicate 

it is what we cannot avoid being alive a statue 

of envy the gaze spent before it can wither  

in the manifest labyrinth of the ego 

set sail tomorrow with Ariadne ! 

                    the strings and plies and folds 

the dyes and threads the stuff imported from 

Egypt band-aids and nausea of the afterworld 

divining rod and quicksilver and the invention of glass 

rotundities that cannot revive the soul  

bereft of hope deserted on the isle of Naxos 

burden of a god from the orient with all his 

sanskrit baggage ties and feathers and consonants 

too impossible to employ in everyday dialogue 



 

6 

 

a whole instead of its parts mystical and violent 

lay the head down bruise the heel eat soil 

Krishna opens his mouth and the three universes manifest  

exclamation mark ! periodicity of air in its 

varieties and hues winnowing and weaving 

as if on waves and wheels and afternoons 

spent inside a bottle looking for wrists 

for elbows for shoulders and the drunken 

intimation of conscience to become more than One 

                 chained to stone and pleading 

not to be devoured again and the renewal 

of human history the terror and diminution 

university of disproportion and mathematics  

where in the plethora of units and subtraction 

where in the lore of grammar and  

                    dictation at four PM  

open your notebooks to page eight and scribble 

with all the fury of amphetamine the right answers ! 

 

 


